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Based on recycled HDPE. The grass tile has internal expansion joints to absorb thermal and 

mechanical tensions.

Frost-resistant grass grind in HDPE

INFO

+ Grass grid in HDPE: High compressive strenght and high impact toughness

+ Quick installation: thanks to the handy dimensions of 80 x 80 cm

+ Perfectly accessible on foot or by car

+ European quality product

+ Expansion joints to cope with temperature differences

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

+ COMPOSITION - HDPE (high-density polyethyleen)

+ HEIGHT 4 OF 5 CM

+ DIMENSIONS 80 X 80 CM (0,64M²)

+ COLOUR: GREEN OF BLACK

APPLICATIONS

+ Green car parks, driveways, carports

+ Walk and garden paths

+ Campsites

+ Fire roads

+ Reinforcements

+ Subscribe to the ECCOProducts YouTube channel for 

+ Want to receive all the latest information and news on our product range, like or follow our other social media channels

ECCODAL
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made from recycled plastic

Solid and flexible grass grid

INFO

+ Ecological: 100% recycled en 100% recyclable 

+ Unique and innovative shape for an aesthetic and uniform result after installation 

+ Cell structure can perfectly absorb all thermal expansions

+ Thicker cell walls make the grass grids more resistant to torsion

+ More than 6 strong connections per meter between the grids 

+ large contact area at the bottom ensures better load distribution

+ Can also be placed in half-brick bond for extra strength of the entire structure

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

+ DIMENSIONS 80 x 60 cm

+ HEIGHT 4 cm

+ COMPOSITION Polyoléfines (recycled plastic)

+ COLOUR black

APPLICATIONS

+ Driveways with grass and grass parkings

+ Fire evacuation roads

+ Walkways and garden paths

+ Campsites, paddocks, horse trails, ...

+ Check out the ECCO Products Youtube Channel for productvideos and installation instructions

+ Register on our various social media channels if you want to stay informed on our latest news and developments

ECCOdal
HD Flex


